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Using only the set of point-deleted subgraphs, several invariants of a graph 
are derived. That information is then used to show that disconnected graphs 
and separable graphs without endpoints are reconstructible from their sets of 
deleted subgraphs. Similar results are obtained in the line-deleted case. 
The conjecture that every graph with three or more points is recon- 
structible from its collection of point-deleted subgraphs seems, according 
to all available data, to be true. Furthermore several stronger conjectures 
have been suggested [16], and only one has been shown to be false [3]. 
In this paper we discuss the following strong form of the conjecture [9]. 
Harary’s Conjecture. Any graph G with p > 4 points can be recon- 
structed uniquely from its set S of nonisomorphic subgraphs Gi = G - vi . 
Note that we know here only what graphs are in the list of subgraphs Gi , 
not how many times each occurs there. The exclusion of graphs with three 
points is necessitated by the graphs Kl u K, and Kl,M which each have 
S = {K2, R,). We assume throughout this paper that all of the graphs to 
be reconstructed have at least four points. 
Harary’s Conjecture was verified for graphs with seven or fewer points 
using a computer program written by D. P. Geller. After deriving some 
invariants of G using S, we prove that many of the graphs which have been 
reconstructed from all subgraphs are actually reconstructible from their 
set of subgraphs. The corresponding problems for line-deletions are also 
discussed. 
1. INv.~RIANTS 
If all subgraphs Gi of G are given, then the number of point-proper 
subgraphs of G of every kind can easily be derived, as in [8], [lo], or 
[13]. Knowing only the set of Gi, the closest we can come to that is the 
following obvious result, which is not nearly as useful. 
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THEOREM 1. The set of point-proper subgraphs of G is the set of sub- 
graphs of the graphs Gi in S. 
This is sufficient to derive many invariants of G. It is important to 
keep in mind that in S all the subgraphs Gi are different, and there may be 
only one such subgraph. The following theorem and corollary are proved 
in [16]. 
THEOREM 2. The minimum degree 6 of G can be found from the set S 
of subgraphs Gi . 
COROLLARY 2(a). The number q of lines of G can be foundfrom S. 
COROLLARY 2(b). The set of degrees of G can be foundfrom S. 
Proof. If {qi} is the set of line-numbers defined in Corollary 2(a), then 
{q - qi} is clearly the set of degrees. 
Although we have not been able to find the degree sequence of an 
arbitrary graph from the set of subgraphs, the next two theorems give such 
information about many graphs. 
THEOREM 3. For any graph G in which no point of minimum degree lies 
on a triangle, the degree sequence can be derived from the set of sub- 
graphs Gi . 
ProoJ We first determine just when we are dealing with such a graph. 
If 6 < 2, we are. For 6 > 3, we are if and only if no Gi contains a point of 
degree 6 - 1 which lies on a triangle. Finally, if 6 = 2, we note that the 
two sets of degrees 
and 
(di / vi is adjacent to a point of degree 2) 
{di / Gi = G - ai contains a point of degree 1) 
are the same. Since we know the second set, we know the first. Now 
examining the Gi containing a point of degree 1, we can see the minimum 
degree among all points at the base of an endline in such graphs. If that 
minimum is less than the minimum among the elements of the sets we 
have defined, we know there is a point adjacent both to a point u of degree 2 
and a point adjacent to v, so there is a point of degree 2 on a triangle. 
Otherwise, some point of degree 2 lies on no triangle. In that case, no point 
of degree 2 lies on a triangle if and only if all Gi for which d(vi) = 2 
have the same number of triangles. 
So suppose we have a graph in which no point of degree 6 lies on a 
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triangle. If 6 = 0 any Gi for which qi = q displays G less an isolate, so 
we suppose that 6 > 0. Any Gi resulting from the deletion of a point 
adjacent to a point u of degree 6 will contain at least one point of degree 
6 - 1, namely, v. Because v is on no triangles, the points adjacent to u 
in Gi are not adjacent to vi . Thus the neighborhood degree sequence of v 
in G is just that of v in Gi , together with d(vJ, and we can obtain the set 
of all neighborhood degree sequences for points of minimum degree. 
If these sequences are all written in nondecreasing order, we choose that 
sequence (dl , d2 , d3 ,..., dJ such that dl is minimum among all the 
sequences, then d2 is minimum, and so on. Examining, then, all G, such 
that d(vJ = 6, we choose the one with a maximum number of points of 
degree dl - 1, then of degree d2 - 1, and so forth. Clearly the neighbor- 
hood degree sequence of the vi so selected must have been (4 , d, , d3 , . . . , da) 
and we can augment the degree sequence of Gi to the sequence for G 
by increasing the appropriate terms and adding a 6. 
COROLLARY 3(a). The degree sequence of any bipartite graph G can 
be derived from S. 
COROLLARY 3(b). For any graph G in which every point vi of maximum 
degree is adjacent to at least one of any two nonadjacent points of Gi , 
the degree sequence can be derived from S. 
Proof. The complement of such a graph has no points of minimum 
degree on triangles. Hence, looking at the set S = s(G) and applying the 
theorem, the degree sequence of G (and that of G) can be found. 
We can also find the degree sequence for graphs with sufficiently low 
minimum degree. The arguments unfortunately use special properties of 
the graph which are either unavailable or hopelessly complicated for graphs 
with larger minimum degree. 
Throughout the proof we will use the notation di for d(vi), 8, for 
min deg Gi , and E, for the degree sequence of Gi . A configuration of 
three mutually adjacent points of degrees a, b, and c will be called an 
(a, b, c)-triangle. We need an ordering on sequences which we take in the 
usual lexicographic sense. That is, if E and E’ are two sequences 
4 , 4 ,..., d, and dl’, d,‘,..., d,’ in non-decreasing order, then E is less 
than E’ if and only if di = d,‘, i < k, and d* < d,‘, for some k, 1 < k < p. 
For brevity, we also introduce an artificial notation for expressing the 
degree sequence of a graph G in terms of that of one of its subgraphs Gi . 
If the degree sequences of G and Gi are B and EC , respectively, then we 
write 
E = (k; Ei ; di, 9 di, ye..) diJ 
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if E is obtained from Ei by inserting a k and increasing each of the terms 
4, , 4, ,..., di, by 1. Thus this expression says that Gi = G - vi , di = k, 
and the neighborhood degree sequence of vi is di, + 1, di, + l,..., de, + 1. 
THEOREM 4. The degrPe sequence of any graph with 6 < 3 can be 
derived from S. 
Proof. If S = 0 or 1, then the previous theorem applies. So we suppose 
6 3 2. Now define 
F = (Gi 1 6i = 6 - l> 
F’l’ = {Gi 1 3uv E X(G,), d(u; = 6 - 1, d(v) = m - 1) 
m(l) = min di . 
G+F(” 
Note that since the number of lines of G is known, m and m(l) can be 
found. These sets and numbers will be used in each of the following cases. 
Case 1. 6 = 2. If F(l) is nonempty, then G contains a (2, m, m(l))- 
triangle. Choosing from among those subgraphs Gi with di = 2 those with 
a minimum number of subgraphs K3 , and selecting from those the one, 
say G, , with minimum degree sequence, we must have 
E = (2; Ei ; m - 1, m(l) - 1). 
If, on the other hand, F(l) is empty, then there is no (2, m, n)-triangle 
in G, for any n. We define rnf2) to be the minimum degree of any point 
adjacent to an endpoint in a Gi for which di = m. Then choosing from 
among those subgraphs Gi with di = 2 the one, say Gk , with minimum 
degree sequence, we must have 
E = (2; EI, ; m - 1, rnt2) - 1). 
Case 2. 6 = 3. If no member of F contains a (2, a, b)-triangle, for 
any a and b, then no point of degree 3 lies on a triangle, and we are done 
by the previous theorem. So we suppose in what follows that there are 
triangles in G containing a point of degree 3. 
If F(l) is nonempty then some line uv with d(u) = 3 and d(v) = m is on 
two triangles in G if and only if some Gi contains a (2, m - 1, n)-triangle 
for some n. Suppose that is the case and let rnf3) be the minimum degree 
of a point vi whose deletion yields a Gi with such a triangle. Let rnc4) be 
the minimum degree among the points vi whose deletion produces a 
subgraph with a (2, m - 1, rnc3) - 1)-triangle, if there are any such points. 
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Then if we choose from the Gi with di = 3 and a minimum number of 
triangles that particular subgraph Gj with minimum degree sequence, 
we must have 
E = (3; Ej ; YIZ - 1, .M(~’ - 1, VZ’~’ - 1). 
If no Gi contains a (2, m - 1, rnc3) - I)-triangle, then let rnc5) be the 
minimum degree of any point vi such that Gi contains a (2, m - 1, A3))- 
triangle. From among those Gi with di = 3 which have the minimum 
number or one greater than the minimum number of triangles choose the 
particular one, say GI, , with the minimum degree sequence. Then 
E = (3; EI, ; m - 1, nzc3) - 1, mC5) - 1). 
Finally, suppose no line uv, with d(u) = 3 and d(v) = m, lies on two 
triangles in G. If some Gi for which di = m contains a (2; m(l) - 1, k)- 
triangle, let rnf6) be the minimum value of k over all such G,‘s. Choosing 
from those Gi’s with di = 3 which have a maximum number of points 
of degree m - 1 those with a minimum number of triangles, and then 
choosing the one of those, say Gi , which has a minimum degree sequence, 
we have 
E = (3; Ej ; m - 1, m(l) - 1, rn(@ - 1). 
If no Gi with di = m has a (2, m(l) - 1, k)-triangle, then let rnt7) be 
the minimum numberj such that some Gi with di = m(l) contains a point 
of degree 2 adjacent to points of degree m - 1 and j. Choosing then that 
subgraph Gi , with di = 3, from among those having a maximum number 
of lines with endpoints of degree m - 1 and m(l) - 1, which has minimum 
degree sequence, we have 
This completes the proof. 
Since the complements of the members of S are the members of 
S = S(c)), we have the following immediate corollary. 
COROLLARY 4(a). The degree sequence of any graph with maximum 
degree at least p - 4 can be derived from S. 
THEOREM 5. The connectivity, K, of G can be derivedfrom S. 
Proof. When G is disconnected, K = 0. Otherwise, the connectivity 
of G is just one greater than the minimum connectivity among the sub- 
graphs Gi . 
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To determine whether or not G is connected, suppose first that G has 
exactly one connected Gi and others which are disconnected. Then G is 
connected or not as it has or has not an isolated point, a matter settled in 
Theorem 1 above. More obviously, if either there is just one Gi and it is 
connected, or there are two different connected Gi’s then G is connected. 
Finally if all subgraphs Gi are disconnected, then G is also. Having covered 
every case, we can decide when G is connected and then, for connected 
graphs, find the connectivity. 
Since we have only the set S of subgraphs, without multiplicities, it is 
not surprising that the number of cutpoints is relatively difficult to find. 
THEOREM 6. The number of cutpoints of a graph G can be foundfrom S. 
Proof. We show in the next section that we can reconstruct discon- 
nected graphs from S, so we may assume G is connected. Then G has cut- 
points if and only if some Gi is disconnected. If there are cutpoints and 
some point has degree 1 in G, then let n be the maximum number of cut- 
points in a subgraph Gi for which d(vJ = 1. If some Gi with an isolate 
has three or more components, then G has exactly n cutpoints, since the 
point ui is a cutpoint of Gd as well as G. If no Gi with an isolate has three 
or more components, then for every endline uiui , Ui is a non-cutpoint 
of G, , and the number of cutpoints of G is just n + 1. 
So suppose G is connected and has cutpoints, but no points of degree 1. 
Then the largest endblock to be found in any connected Gi will be the 
largest endblock in G, since all cutpoints of G will be cutpoints in any such 
Gi . Thus we can find the largest endblock B of G, with its cutpoint indi- 
cated. Deleting points from B, besides the cutpoint, we can find the mini- 
mum number m of new cutpoints produced by point-deletion from B. 
Then looking among the connected Gt we find those with the minimum 
number of endblocks like B and, among those, the one with the minimum 
number M of cutpoints. Clearly then, the number of cutpoints of G 
is just M - m. 
Many other invariants for G can be derived from S, but those we have 
already found are the most useful in reconstructive arguments. 
2. RECONSTRUCTION 
We will call a graph which is reconstructible from its set of subgraphs 
S-reconstructible. Trees are shown in [15] to be S-reconstructible, and in 
fact it is shown that they are almost always determined by their set of 
subtrees. Harary’s Conjecture has also been proved for maximal outer- 
planar graphs [ 171 and unicyclic graphs [l]. 
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A few types of graphs are S-reconstructible in a rather trivial way. For 
example, since complete graphs, almost complete graphs (one line missing), 
and their complements satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4 or its corollary, 
their degree sequences are known and they can be reconstructed from S. 
Similarly, if for any point u of G, u adjacent to v implies d(u) - 1 is not 
a degree of G, then G is S-reconstructible. In particular, regular graphs, 
Eulerian graphs and biregular bipartite graphs are S-reconstructible. 
The following method for reconstructing a disconnected graph G from 
its set of subgraphs of course also serves in case all subgraphs G, are known, 
and will perhaps end the long string of published proofs that such graphs 
are reconstructible (see [4, 5, 7, 81, for example). 
THEOREM 7. Disconnected graphs are S-reconstructible. 
Proof. Suppose that G is disconnected, a matter settled in Theorem 5. 
The largest components of G are the largest components in the Gi . Let C 
be one such component, and let v be a non-cutpoint of C. Then any Gi 
containing a minimum number of components isomorphic to C and a 
maximum number isomorphic to C - v can be changed to G by replacing 
one component C - v by C. 
A graph G is S-reconstructible if and only if its complement is, so we 
can say that complement-disconnected graphs are S-reconstructible. The 
original version of the following theorem, using all subgraphs Gi , was 
proved by Bondy [2]. Note the parallel with the proof of Theorem 7. 
THEOREM 8. Separable graphs without endpoints are S-reconstructible. 
Proof. We first examine the blocks of G, and throughout this proof 
all blocks are rooted graphs, the roots being the points of attachment to 
the rest of the graph. The largest endblock of G, say B, is the largest 
endblock of any Gi , and its point of attachment is indicated in that Gi . 
The deletion of any point of B besides that attachment point will produce 
new rooted blocks. Suppose that among the blocks so produced Bl is 
the largest, B, the next largest (or another largest) and so on. Then among 
the point-deletions of B we can find some which produce a maximum 
number n, of B1’s, among those some which have a maximum number 
n2 of B2’s, and so forth. Now any graph Gi which displays a minimum 
number of blocks B, and a maximum number of blocks B, , B, , and so 
forth (in that order), all with the attachments as assigned, will display all 
blocks of G, except for one B, plus nIBI’s, n2B2’s, and so forth. Thus we 
can find all endblocks of G, with points of attachment. If A is some smallest 
endblock of G, we chose Gi as a connected subgraph in which there is a 
smaller number of endblocks A than in G. This Gi must have resulted 
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from deletion of a point of A, and, since G has no endpoints, there will 
be a remnant of A visible in G. That remnant can be found by first taking 
the smallest connected subgraph of Gi containing all endblocks of Gi 
smaller than A. If that subgraph has 1 A j - 1 points, it is the remnant 
of A. Otherwise, add to it the (unique) block which joins it to the rest of G. 
Continue adding blocks in that way until the resulting subgraph B contains 
1 A / - 1 points. Clearly, G can then be recovered by replacing B by A, 
using the same point of attachment. 
3. THE LINE CASE 
Harary [9] first raised the possibility of determining a graph from its 
line-deleted subgraphs, G ti). Hemminger [12] showed that a graph G is 
line-reconstructible if and only if its line graph L(G) is reconstructible and 
is not KS. Thus the problem of line-reconstruction is a special case of the 
problem of point-reconstruction. Since Hemminger’s proof extends easily 
to use only the sets of subgraphs, we can say that reconstructing from the 
set of line-subgraphs is a special case of reconstructing from the point- 
subgraphs. 
The relationship between the point- and line-deleted cases was clarified 
when Greenwell [6] showed that the collection of point-deleted subgraphs 
of a graph can be determined from its collection of line-deleted subgraphs. 
Unfortunately, it is not at all clear how that result could be extended to 
the case when only the set of line-deleted subgraphs is known. Thus special 
cases of line-reconstruction remain of interest, since Hemminger’s result 
only asserts that line-reconstruction in general is a special case of point 
reconstruction. 
We will denote the set of nonisomorphic line-deleted subgraphs G(“) 
of a graph G by Q. 
THEOREM 9. The degree sequence of G can be derivedfrom Q. 
Proof. Notice first that the maximum degree A of G is just 
max,(A(G(i))} unless G is a star. But G is a star if and only if every Gci) 
is a star plus an isolate, so we can find fl in every case. 
Now we examine the degree sequences of the Gci) when G is not a star. 
Call Gti) deficient if it has maximum degree less than A. 
Case 1. Exactly one Gci) is dejcient. This is the case if and only if G 
has exactly two points of degree d and they are adjacent. Thus the degree 
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sequence of this Gci’ can be augmented to that of G by replacing two 
terms d - 1 by d. 
Case 2. At least two G”) are deficient. Then there must be a unique 
point of degree d in G. If two deficient G fi) have different degree sequences, 
then writing those sequences one above the other in nondecreasing order 
and choosing at each point the larger term will give us the degree 
sequence of G with one d replaced by a d - 1. If all deficient G(l) have 
the same degree sequence, then all points adjacent to the point of maximum 
degree have the same degree. That degree is the highest degree of any point 
adjacent to the unique point of degree d in a nondeficient Gci’. Since G 
is not a star, there is at least one nondeficient Gti), so we are done. 
Case 3. No Gci) is dejicient. If some Gti) has two fewer points of 
degree d than some other subgraph G (j), then clearly the line xi joins two 
points of degree A, so we can find the degree sequence of G from that of 
G’i’ 
If all Gci) have the same number of points of degree A, then every line 
of G lies on one or two points of degree A. The case when every line lies 
on one such point can be distinguished since only in that case will some 
Gci) have a point of degree at most A - 2. Then if a,, is the minimum 
degree appearing in any Gti’, the degree sequence of G is merely that of 
any subgraph Gti) having a point of degree 6, , with a 6, and a A - 1 
each increased by 1. 
Finally, suppose every Gci) has n or n + 1 points of degree A, for some 
IZ 3 1. The first question we must answer in this case is whether or not 
there are any lines on two points of degree A. If some Gfi) has such a line, 
so does G, and if no Gti) has such a line, then G cannot. If there is a line 
joining two points of degree A, then the degree sequence of a G”) with 
only n points of degree A can be augmented to that of G by increasing two 
degrees d - 1 to A. If there is not such a line, then we can use the Gu’ 
with only n points of degree A (there will be at least two of them) just 
as we used the deficient subgraphs in Case 2. Thus in every case the degree 
sequence can be found. 
It is also easy to determine from Q such things as the line-connectivity 
and the number of components of G. Just as in the point case, there are 
several classes of graphs, including regular and Eulerian graphs, which are 
trivially Q-reconstructible. Also, one can modify the proofs in the previous 
sections to show that disconnected graphs and separable graphs without 
endpoints are Q-reconstructible, where disconnected must be interpreted 
to mean that the graph has at least two nontrivial components. Trees 
and maximal outerplanar graphs have been shown to be Q-reconstructible 
in [IS] and [17], respectively. 
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4. CONCLUSION 
We have seen that many graphs which are known to be reconstructible 
from their deleted subgraphs can also be reconstructed from their sets 
of distinct subgraphs. Often, indeed, the use of the set of subgraphs seems 
to lead to a shorter reconstructive algorithm than knowledge of all 
subgraphs would suggest. In any case, the data indicate that Harary’s 
Conjecture is almost as likely to be true as the original reconstruction 
conjecture. 
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